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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

1.1 Development of sensitive activities in the vicinity of hazardous facilities can 

result in significant reverse sensitivity effects with respect to land use 

safety planning. This includes potential exposure to risk levels from 

abnormal incidents (fires, explosions etc) that are higher than relevant land 

use safety planning risk acceptability criteria.   

 

1.2 “Sensitive” land uses are those with more vulnerable populations (children, the 

elderly, the sick) who may be present 24 hours per day or are also difficult to 

evacuate in the event of an emergency at a hazardous facility. These types of 

land uses do not always directly relate to the activities allowable in a particular 

land use zone. Child care centres are a specific example of a sensitive land 

use from a risk perspective that may be permitted in industrial zones and may 

end up too close to a hazardous facility.   

 

1.3 While zoning is the main protection against encroachment of sensitive 

activities on hazardous facilities, additional separation distance requirements 

over and above activities permitted in particular land use zones around a 

hazardous facility to reduce risk to offsite sensitive receptors to acceptable 

levels may be required. 

 

1.4 The options for setting a separation distance between a potential source of risk 

(in this case a hazardous substance facility) and receptors are: 

(a) Codes and standards, for example the New Zealand Hazardous 

Substances and New Organisms (HSNO) regulations, or codes such 

as AS1940 Storage and Handing of Flammable and Combustible 

Liquids.  

(b) Risk assessment , for example Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) 

and comparison to risk acceptability criteria defined for land uses of 

different sensitivity for example the Hazardous Industry Planning 

Advisory Paper (HIPAP) approach used in New South Wales (NSW), 

Australia.   

(c) "Risk areas" or overlays defined in planning instrument maps. These 

could be based on a risk assessment (if this was available) or could 

be based on evidence from events (for example "the Buncefield 

event" as it applies to flammable liquid storages).   
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1.5 Codes and standards compliance design activities and risk assessments 

are generally undertaken by the hazardous facility which is the source of 

risk, and they cannot account for future changes in the areas surrounding 

them or cumulative risk from a number of adjacent facilities. 

   

1.6 An overlay within a planning instrument provides a transparent means of 

ensuring operators of a facility (who are the sources of risk) are aware of, and 

communicate with their neighbours, and that existing surrounding land uses 

and proponents of any future development within the overlay area are aware 

of those matters.  

 

1.7 I believe that the overlay approach is a prudent means of achieving separation 

between potentially hazardous facilities and incompatible sensitive receptors 

as this approach takes into account the potential for future changes that 

cannot be factored in using codes and standards, or risk assessment prepared 

by the source of risk.  

 

1.8 An overlay approach was agreed at the expert conferencing. It was also 

agreed that a site specific (and cumulative if multiple facilities exist) QRA was 

the best approach for developing an overlay.  

 

1.9 However I do not believe that the absence of a QRA (which can be time 

consuming to develop and also to have accepted by all the relevant 

stakeholders) should preclude development of an overlay when there is an 

opportunity to do so in the present planning process.  

 

1.10 I believe that industry guidance available in other jurisdictions such as the UK 

Health and Safety Executive (HSE) can be used to set the extent of an 

overlay, particularly for hazardous facilities handling hydrocarbon fuels and 

LPG which are well understood. This approach is in accordance with the 

general risk management principle of “avoiding avoidable risk”. 

 

1.11 There are two main areas with large hazardous facilities that are covered by 

the Christchurch Replacement District Plan, Woolston (fuel storage and LPG) 

and Lyttelton Port (fuel storages and methanol). QRA studies are not available 

for either area.  
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1.12 A 250m overlay based on the UK HSE guidance has been recommended for 

the Woolston area. The extent of the 250m overlay covers industrial zoning 

only, and therefore will have the effect of discouraging only those few sensitive 

land uses that are permitted under the zoning anyway, which minimises future 

reverse sensitivity effects. 

 

1.13 Theoretically, the same approach to developing the extent of an overlay as 

was applied to Woolston can, in my opinion, be applied to Lyttelton. However 

the bulk fuel facilities are located in a basin surrounded by a cliff, therefore the 

consequences of an incident may be largely contained within the lower Port 

area. Also, existing residential housing is located at the top of the cliff. A 250m 

overlay would extend over this. Adopting a pragmatic approach for an overlay 

to prevent any sensitive developments in the vicinity of the Lyttelton fuel 

terminals and other hazardous facilities in the area results in an overlay 

encompassing the area of the Lyttelton Port bounded by the water and the 

cliff.  

 

1.14 The overlays are shown in the S32 report attached to Mr Le Marquand’s 

evidence.  

 

1.15 The results of future QRAs if they become available can be used to revise the 

overlays under a plan change process.  

  

2. QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE 

 

2.1 My name is Jennifer (Jenny) Polich. I am a Principal Engineer at Sherpa 

Consulting Pty Limited (Sherpa) based in Sydney, Australia. 

 

2.2 My qualifications are a Bachelor of Engineering (Chemical) and a Masters of 

Environmental Engineering and Management (MEnvEng).  

 

2.3 I am a Member of the Institute of Chemical Engineers (MIChemE). 

 

2.4 I have over 16 years’ experience in process safety and risk management in the 

chemical and related industries. I have been employed by Sherpa Consulting 

for nine years. I have previously been employed by Kellogg Brown and Root 

and Orica Australia Pty in risk engineering roles. Prior to working in risk and 
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safety I was employed at BOC Gases in various roles including process 

engineer, commissioning engineer and production engineer. 

 

2.5 My prior experience that is particularly relevant to this work in New Zealand 

includes a QRA and land use planning study of the Wiri Oil Services Limited 

(WOSL) Bulk Hydrocarbon Terminal in relation to the proposed adjacent 

prison development. This work was undertaken jointly for a Steering 

Committee comprising WOSL, New Zealand Department of Corrections and 

Liquigas. This work was presented before a Board of Inquiry appointed in 

respect of the application by the New Zealand Department of Corrections to 

designate for a new Men’s Prison development. I have also presented risk 

evidence on behalf of WOSL in relation to the designation it has recently 

sought for the existing and proposed upgrading of the Wiri Oil terminal. Other 

relevant work includes the QRA for the Wynyard Quarter tank terminals in 

relation to the change of land use for the Sea+City project (Auckland, New 

Zealand) on behalf of Auckland Council and overseeing the development of a 

QRA for Z Energy Limited for its proposed upgrading of the Mt Maunganui 

terminal in Tauranga.  

 

2.6 In Australia, I have also undertaken QRA and land use planning studies for a 

number of complex industrial facilities including the Botany Industrial Park 

complex (Botany, NSW, Australia), an integrated ammonium nitrate 

manufacturing complex which includes bulk ammonia storage, nitric acid and 

AN plants, chloralkali and derivatives plants, cyanide manufacture (Qld, 

Australia), and also fuel terminal expansions at Port Botany, (NSW, Australia).  

 

2.7 I am a highly experienced HAZOP (Hazop and Operability study) leader and 

hazard auditor, and have been approved in these roles by the Australian NSW 

Department of Environment for a number of major projects.  .  

 

3. CODE OF CONDUCT: ENVIRONMENT COURT OF NEW ZEALAND PRACTICE 

NOTE 2014 – EXPERT WITNESSES 

 

3.1 I have read the Environment Court’s Practice Note 2014 as it relates to expert 

witnesses. My brief of evidence was prepared in compliance with the Code of 

Conduct and I agree to comply with the Code in giving my oral evidence. I am 

not, and will not behave as, an advocate for the Oil Companies.  
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3.2 I am engaged by the Oil Companies (through Burton Planning Consultants 

Limited) as an independent expert and my company Sherpa Consulting Pty 

Ltd provides risk advisory services to the Oil Companies and a range of other 

clients.   

 

4. SCOPE OF EVIDENCE 

 

4.1 My qualifications as an expert witness are set out in Section 2 above. I 

attended expert conferencing on 8
th
 September 2015. 

 

4.2 The issues addressed in my evidence relate to the land use safety planning 

and offsite risk implications of the Hazardous Substances proposal of the 

Proposed Christchurch Replacement Plan (the Plan) and are within my area of 

expertise.  My evidence does not reIate to the Contaminated Land aspects of 

the Plan. 

 

4.3 The reasons for my opinions are set out in the subsequent sections of this 

statement of evidence and I confirm I have not omitted to consider material 

facts known to me that might alter or detract from the opinions expressed. 

 

4.4 In preparing this evidence I have read the evidence of Mr Norbert Schaffoener, 

the Council expert on hazardous substances. I also rely on the evidence 

presented by Mr David Le Marquand (Planning) on behalf of the Oil 

Companies in relation to the planning matters. I have also considered the 

following documents:  

(a) the Joint Statement of the technical experts (risk related matters) and 

(b) the Oil Companies submissions and further submissions on the 

Hazardous Substances and Contaminated Land Proposal 

 

4.5 My evidence is focused on the matters that the Oil Companies have requested 

advice on as follows:  

(a) Hazardous substances provisions; 

(i) Definition of hazardous facility 

(ii) Transport 

(iii) Appendix 12.1.4.1 and certification 

(iv) Pipelines 

(v) Transpower rule 
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(b) Introduction of overlays around hazardous facilities in Woolston and 

Port of Lyttelton as a means of avoiding reverse sensitivity effects. 

 

5. HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES PROVISIONS  

  

 Definition of hazardous facility 

 
5.1 The definition in the PIan for hazardous facility is as follows:  

means any site involving hazardous substances, including vehicles used 

for their transport on-site and movement along private access, and sites 

where hazardous substances are used, stored or disposed of 

 

5.2 The Oil Companies sought that the definition of hazardous facility be replaced 

by one that included exemptions, such as those included in the definition in the 

Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan (PAUP). The proposed exclusions in the 

PAUP are as follows: 

 installations where the combined transformer oil capacity of the 

electricity transformers is less than 1,000l 

 fuel in mobile plant, motor vehicles, boats and small engines 

 gas and oil pipelines that are part of a network utility service 

 hazardous activities not involving hazardous substances 

 retail outlets selling domestic scale usage of hazardous substances, 

such as supermarkets, hardware shops, pharmacies, garden centres 

the accessory use and storage of hazardous substances in minimal 

domestic scale quantities 

 activities involving HSNO sub-classes 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 6.1D, 6.1E,9.1D 

and 9.2D 

 the temporary storage, handling and distribution of national or 

international cargo containers in the port precinct designed for carriage 

in a container ship 

 trade waste sewers 

 waste treatment and disposal facilities 

 vehicles applying agrichemicals and fertilisers for their intended 

purpose. 

 

5.3 Apart from oil and gas pipelines, the proposed list of exempted activities 

involving hazardous substances in my view would present minimal risks to 
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surrounding land uses. Therefore exclusion of these activities from the 

definition of hazardous facilities would not have any implications in terms of 

managing potential reverse sensitivity effects in the vicinity of these activities.   

 

5.4 Oil and gas pipelines may present risks to surrounding land uses. However 

pipelines can traverse multiple land uses and regions, and also have different 

design considerations to minimise risk than the design considerations for fixed 

site facilities handling hazardous substances. For example pipelines usually 

have significant mechanical design safety margins to minimise the likelihood of 

leaks, compared to fixed facilities where a lesser mechanical design basis 

combined with spill containment is adopted. Therefore I support excluding 

pipelines from the hazardous facility definition, as the design considerations 

and applicable performance standards (for example items such as spill 

containment mentioned in Appendix 12.1.4.1) may be difficult to apply or are 

not relevant to pipelines.   

5.5 Mr Le Marquand has set out a revised version of the definition of hazardous 

facilities in his statement of evidence. I support the amended definition as set 

out in his evidence.   

 

 Definition of Sensitive Activities 

 

5.6 In their submission, the Oil companies sought that the definition of sensitive 

activities be amended to include a reference to hazardous facilities to clarify 

that it applies to activities that are sensitive to the risks associated from 

hazardous facilities as follows:  

 
Sensitive Activities means: 
a) in relation to hazardous substances, hazardous facilities and electricity-
related assets: 

i. residential activities;  

ii. education activities including pre‐school facilities;  

iii. guest accommodation;  

iv. health care facilities and any elderly persons’ housing units or 
complex.  

 

5.7 I support the submission as does the evidence of Mr le Marquand (para 4.11 

of his evidence) as this is a key issue when it comes to managing the potential 

for reverse sensitivity effects.  

 

5.8 While there are no New Zealand based risk acceptance criteria for assessing 

the acceptability of risk arising from hazardous facilities, the New South Wales 
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HIPAPs include a category with the lowest acceptance criterion for sensitive 

land uses. These criteria have been applied in a number of locations in New 

Zealand including the Wiri Oil Terminal. “Sensitive” land uses are those with 

more vulnerable populations (children, the elderly, the sick) who may be 

present 24 hours per day or are also difficult to evacuate in the event of an 

emergency.  

 

5.9 It is noted that these types of land uses do not always directly relate to the 

activities allowable in a particular land use zone. Child care centres are a 

specific example of a sensitive land use that, from a risk perspective, may be 

permitted in industrial zones and therefore may end up too close to a 

hazardous facility.   

 

 Transport 

 

5.10 The Oil Companies (along with a number of other submitters) sought the 

deletion of Policy 12.1.1.1.4 relating to transportation of hazardous substances 

(and deletion of assessment criteria 12.1.3 (d)), and provided, in the absence 

of the deletion being accepted, an alternate policy. I support the Oil 

Companies submissions.  

 

5.11 In Australia there have been some attempts to set development approval 

conditions around the routes used for transport to or from hazardous facilities, 

for example in the Port Botany and Botany industrial areas in NSW. These 

have not been able to be monitored and are unenforceable for the following 

reasons:  

 

(a) Independent transport operators often undertake the transportation of 

hazardous substances to and from sites and the operator of the 

hazardous facility has little influence over or knowledge of the routes 

taken by the delivery companies. The route is largely influenced by 

traffic conditions at different times of day and the ultimate delivery 

points.   

(b) Timing of heavy vehicles to and from a facility is usually set by the 

overall traffic congestion (ie avoiding peaks) rather than any specific 

factors relating to transport of hazardous substances.    

(c) There is usually very little information available regarding the 

cumulative numbers of vehicles transporting hazardous substances 
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in the road networks around hazardous facilities. Hence there is very 

little knowledge regarding cumulative risk levels on a particular route 

and the basis on which any limitations to transport could be set is 

unclear.  

 

5.12 While I acknowledge that it would be preferable for hazardous substance 

vehicles to avoid routes adjacent to sensitive locations, there is usually limited 

choice of routes and I have not in my experience in Australia seen a condition 

of development approval specifically relating to transport of hazardous 

substances that has been effective, able to be monitored or is enforceable.    

 

 Appendix 12.1.4.1 and Certification 

 

5.13 The provisions in Appendix 12.1.4.1 require the Council to be supplied with 

some form of engineering certification in relation to location and layout that 

effects are minimised or in some cases the wording appears to mean that the 

risk needs to be eliminated, which is not possible without eliminating the 

hazardous substance.  

5.14 In my view, certification to an explicit design standard could occur.  However 

these provisions are not worded as design standards, hence in my experience 

I do not believe that a professional engineer or other professional would ever 

be in a position where they would undertake a certification in the context of 

Appendix 12.1.4.1. The expert conferencing statement also agreed that this 

approach in the absence of specific standards is unworkable.  

 

5.15 Mr Schaffoener in his evidence at paragraphs 11.11 and 11.12 also identifies 

certification as an issue in its current form as unworkable and inappropriate in 

its current form.  

 

 Transpower Rule 

 

5.16 The Oil Companies opposed Transpower’s submission (2218.76) that sought 

to introduce a rule that within 10m of the centreline of a 66kV or 12m of the 

centreline of 110Kv or greater where exceedance of aggregate hazardous 

substances quantities trigger a restricted discretionary activity consent shall be 

a non-complying activity consent.  I have been advised by Mr Le Marquand 

that this could mean hazardous facilities (storing hazardous substances 

aboveground or underground) and also pipelines  
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5.17 In my experience it is not uncommon for powerlines and pipelines to run in the 

same corridor. The widely accepted Australian Standard for pipeline 

management (AS 2885.1-2012  Pipelines - Gas and liquid petroleum - Design 

and construction) specifically acknowledges this possibility and the main 

concern in AS2885 is managing the impact of the power lines on the pipeline 

equipment due to induced currents causing pipeline mechanical integrity 

issues. There are no set separation distances between pipelines and 

powerlines that I am aware of in Australia. 

 

5.18 With respect to underground facilities (eg petrol tanks at service stations) I am 

also not aware of any specific risk issues concerning power lines during 

normal operations. There may be a potential risk issue during refurbishment or 

tank removal activities, however these would need to be managed as part of 

construction specific risk assessment activities regardless of separation 

distances.  

 

5.19 For new facilities handling flammable or combustibles I believe that it would be 

normal engineering practice to consider the location of existing site constraints 

such as powerlines in the context of potential ignition sources, access or 

maintenance etc, and the design of the site to avoid proximity of hazardous 

facilities. An adopted separation distance of 10-12m from power lines is not 

likely to pose any major constraints to larger developments.  However I am not 

clear what the basis for the proposed 10-12m separation distance is. I am also 

not clear whether it is applicable only to flammable substances, or to all 

hazardous substances (which seems unnecessary). Hence I do not see the 

need for or support the submission without additional justification.       

 

6. OVERLAYS  

 

The Reason for Overlay  

 

6.1 The Oil Companies’ sought to include overlays around their bulk terminal 

facilities at Woolston and the Port of Lyttelton. The introduction of overlays 

aims to: 

 restrict the encroachment of sensitive activities near the Oil 

Companies infrastructure; 
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 create an explicit Emergency Management Planning obligation on 

neighbours that will facilitate preparedness and awareness of risk in 

neighbouring areas; and 

 creates an obligation on developer and developments in close 

proximity (100m) to consider in their design process the layout options 

to minimise exposure to risk of an event from the Oil terminals.  

 

6.2 I consider that an overlay approach is the most appropriate means of 

achieving separation between potentially hazardous facilities and incompatible 

sensitive activities. In the following section I address the options for initially 

defining and then maintaining adequate separation distances between facilities 

handling large quantities of hazardous substances and potentially sensitive 

activities. 

 

6.3  Zoning is the first level of protection in planning terms. However as per 

Section 5.6 to 5.9 of my evidence, “sensitive” land uses are those with more 

vulnerable populations (children, the elderly, the sick) who may be present 24 

hours per day or are also difficult to evacuate in the event of an emergency. 

These land uses do not always directly relate to the activities allowable in a 

particular land use zone. Child care centres are a specific example of a 

sensitive land use from a risk perspective that may be permitted in industrial 

zones hence may end up too close to a hazardous facility. Hence there may 

be additional separation distance requirements over and above activities 

permitted (or else consent granted with insufficient assessment of reverse 

sensitivity effects) in particular land use zones around a hazardous facility to 

reduce risk to offsite sensitive receptors to acceptable levels. 

 

6.4 The options for setting a separation distance between a potential source of risk 

(in this case a hazardous substance facility) and receptors are: 

(a) Codes and standards, for example the NZ HSNO regulations, or 

codes such as AS1940 Storage and Handing of Flammable and 

Combustible Liquids. 

(b) Risk assessment , for example Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) 

and comparison to risk acceptability criteria defined for land uses of 

different sensitivity for example the HIPAP approach used in NSW, 

Australia.   

(c) "Risk areas" or overlays defined in planning instrument maps. These 

could be based on a risk assessment (if this was available) or could 
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be based on evidence from events (for example "the Buncefield 

event" as it applies to flammable liquid storages).   

 

6.5 The reasons that codes and standards may not be effective in managing future 

changes are that: 

(a) Codes and standards based methods (e.g. HSNO) usually focus on 

design requirements for the more likely abnormal events, not high 

consequence and low probability events, therefore tend to require 

quite small separation distances.  

(b) They do not generally distinguish between the sensitivity of receptors 

beyond a site boundary. 

(c) Codes and standards are applied by the generator of the risk at the 

time of design and construction. A future change in neighbouring land 

use could occur as the proponent of such change would not be 

checking for compliance with hazard substances legislation unless 

they were themselves also storing hazardous substances.     

 

6.6 Risk assessments are typically prepared by the generator of the risk and have 

the following limitations when used for ongoing land use safety planning:  

(a) If there are cumulative risks that arise from different operators 

adjacent to each other, a risk assessment will need to be prepared on 

a cumulative basis. There is no way of doing this unless some sort of 

external factor triggers it, eg a direction from a regulator or a planning 

function.   

(b) Whilst a risk assessment can include a provision for future growth in 

the source of risk, it cannot second guess what changes may occur in 

the surrounding land use.  

(c) A risk assessment can be used to define a minimum separation 

distance to sensitive land uses. However this cannot be easily 

communicated to proponents of future developments unless this 

information is available in a location that would be accessible to 

them, for example in a planning instrument.    

 

6.7 An overlay provides a transparent means of ensuring operators of a facility 

(who are the sources of risk) are aware of, and communicate with their 

neighbours, and that existing surrounding land uses and proponents of any 

future development within the overlay area are aware of those matters. 
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6.8 I therefore believe that the overlay approach is a prudent means of achieving 

separation between potentially hazardous facilities and incompatible sensitive 

receptors that takes into account potential for future changes that cannot be 

factored in using codes and standards, or risk assessment prepared by the 

source of risk.  

 

6.9 The evidence of Mr Schaffoener (p11-12) supports in principle the overlay 

concept however he considers that risk assessment is required to determine 

the extent of any overlay. 

  

 Extent of Overlays around Woolston and Lyttelton 

  

6.10 I agree that if a cumulative risk assessment were available, then that would be 

the best tool to set the extent of an overlay. However I do not believe that the 

absence of a QRA (which can be time consuming to develop and have 

accepted by all the relevant stakeholders) should preclude developing an 

overlay. I believe that industry guidance available in other jurisdictions such as 

the UK Health and Safety Executive (HSE) can be used to set the extent of an 

overlay, particularly for hazardous facilities handling hydrocarbon fuels and 

LPG which are well understood. This approach is in accordance with the 

general risk management principle of “avoiding avoidable risk”. 

  

6.11 I also believe that overlays are a precautionary tool for preventing future 

sensitivity effects and need to be used in conjunction with compatible zoning. 

They are not appropriate for managing risk to incompatible activities that have 

already established themselves in the vicinity of a hazardous facility. If this is 

the case, a detailed risk assessment is also required to identify the 

acceptability of the risk to the existing land uses and the need for risk 

reduction measures. The overlay can only be used as a tool to prevent 

additional inappropriate development. If this is the case (such the recent prison 

development adjacent to the Wiri Oil terminal), several years of risk 

assessment work, assessment and implementation of risk reduction measures 

can be required to address the risk. This experience at Wiri supports the 

rationale for using overlays as a planning tool to help prevent similar situations 

in the future. 

     

6.12 I agree with Mr Le Marquand’s evidence that it is appropriate to introduce an 

overlay on an interim basis until such time as a QRA becomes available.  In 
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the event that a QRA becomes available, the extent of an overlay can be 

modified using the planning instrument change processes. 

  

6.13 In 2005 a fuel terminal in Buncefield exploded due to an overfill of gasoline 

storage tank and ignition of the subsequent vapour cloud. The UK HSE 

undertook a substantial investigation and as one of the results of this 

investigation, published and developed land use planning guidance specific to 

large petrol storage sites (Ref i).  

 

6.14 This includes four planning zones set out below where developments 

categorised into  different sensitivity levels are regarded as appropriate or 

should be “advised against” (Ref ii). Essentially the Development Protection 

Zone (DPZ) is for land uses with no normal occupancy, and the Inner Zone is 

for low density only, and no sensitive land uses.  

DPZ = 150m from tank bund 

Inner Zone = 250m from tank bund 

Middle Zone = 300m from tank bund 

Outer Zone = 400m from tank bund 

 

6.15 The Woolston area includes fuel terminals and an LPG facility. Recent QRA 

studies are not available for the Woolston facilities. 

   

6.16 In the absence of a cumulative risk assessment, it is suggested that the 250m 

Inner Zone from the UK HSE could be used be set the extent of the initial 

overlay around all the facilities at Woolston.  This overlay is shown in the S32 

report attached to Mr Le Marquand’s evidence. 

   

6.17 I believe that this is an appropriate and precautionary approach as: 

(a) The guidance is set for installations that are similar to the Woolston 

facilities hence is broadly applicable as similar hazard zones would 

be expected. This is validated by a recent incident in Auckland (Salter 

at Wiri) whereby it appears hot works resulted in an explosion in a 

tank which projected debris several hundred metres
1
.    

(b) The extent of the 250m overlay covers industrial zoning only hence 

will have the effect of discouraging only those few sensitive land uses 

that are permitted under the zoning anyway, minimising future 

reverse sensitivity effects.  

                                                   
1
 http://www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/local-news/manukau-courier/72091174/One-dead-in-Wiri-explosion 
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(c) The Woolston area is relatively flat with minimal significant 

geographical features that would significantly effect hazard zones, 

hence the typical distances from the UK HSE  

(d) There is nothing to preclude a QRA being undertaken and the overlay 

being revised to an area specific risk basis. 

    

6.18 The Lyttelton Port area includes fuel terminals and a methanol facility. Recent 

QRA studies are not available for the facilities however the conditions 

associated with the Lyttelton Port Recovery plan will require a QRA to be 

prepared. 

  

6.19 Theoretically the same approach to developing the extent of an overlay as was 

applied to Woolston can in my opinion be applied to Lyttelton. However: 

(a) the bulk fuel facilities are located in a basin surrounded by a cliff, 

hence the consequences of an incident may be largely contained 

within the lower Port area.   

(b) Existing residential housing is located at the top of the cliff and a 

250m overlay would extend over this. 

  

6.20 Adopting a pragmatic approach for an overlay to prevent any sensitive 

developments in the vicinity of the fuel terminal and other hazardous facilities 

in the area, results in an overlay encompassing the area of the Lyttelton Port 

bounded by the water and the cliff. This overlay is shown in the S32 report 

attached to Mr Le Marquand’s evidence. The results of the QRA once 

available can be used to revise the overlay and also to determine whether the 

risk levels to the housing are acceptable.   

 
                                                   

i  UK HSE, (2009) Safety and environmental standards for fuel storage sites Process Safety 

Leadership Group Final report 

ii  UK HSE Land use planning advice around large scale petrol storage sites 

SPC/TECH/GENERAL/43 

http://www.hse.gov.uk/foi/internalops/hid_circs/technical_general/spc_tech_gen_43/index.htm 

accessed 8 May 2015 

http://www.hse.gov.uk/foi/internalops/hid_circs/technical_general/spc_tech_gen_43/index.htm

